Though online social network research has exploded during the past years, not much thought has been given to the exploration of the nature of social links. Online interactions have been interpreted as indicative of one social process or another (e.g., status exchange or trust), often with little systematic justification regarding the relation between observed data and theoretical concept. Our research aims to breach this gap in computational social science by proposing an unsupervised, parameter-free method to discover, with high accuracy, the fundamental domains of interaction occurring in social networks. By applying this method on two online datasets different by scope and type of interaction (aNobii and Flickr) we observe the spontaneous emergence of three domains of interaction representing the exchange of status, knowledge and social support. By finding significant relations between the domains of interaction and classic social network analysis issues (e.g., tie strength, dyadic interaction over time) we show how the network of interactions induced by the extracted domains can be used as a starting point for more nuanced analysis of online social data that may one day incorporate the normative grammar of social interaction. Our methods finds applications in online social media services ranging from recommendation to visual link summarization.
INTRODUCTION
The explosion of data from online social media has encouraged the often uncritical adoption of the notion of social tie as the atomic interaction quantum of any social network structure. Social ties * All authors contributed equally to this work, that was done when R. Schifanella and B. State were visiting Yahoo Labs Barcelona.
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Even though previous research on social networks has explored the intensity of social links, as well as their polarity [22, 34] , there is still much to investigate about the nature of the social interactions implied by social ties. One way to overcome this limitation is to look into the content of social links, the messages exchanged between actors.
For these reasons, online conversations -the object of our study -have emerged as an important domain of research for social link characterization [14, 4] . Although the tools to mine the syntactics and semantics of online conversations are available and have been used extensively [39] , to date there is no way to automatically capture the pragmatics of communication. From the angle of pragmatics, messages are not just defined by their intensity, structure or topic but can be instead interpreted as communicative acts that contribute to the incremental definition of the nature of the social relationship between pairs of individuals. We understand this process of construction of social ties through the lens of Social Exchange Theory [6] , conceiving every dyad as a repeated set of exchanges of different types of non-material resources transacted in an interpersonal situation, such as knowledge, social support or manifestation of approval [18] . Being able to describe a conversation in terms of these resources would overcome the limitations of the current representations of social links.
This work gives a contribution in this direction by defining a method to discover the types of resources exchanged in a social network and to cluster messages by the type of resource they convey, rather than by their topical aspect. Our algorithm is unsupervised and parameter-free, as the number of clusters is detected automatically and it can be applied to different languages. The algorithm is based on the intuition that in a dyad, social interactions conveying a resource tend to be reciprocated with the same resource type. As an illustration, if two individuals exchange knowledge now, their next exchange will be most likely to also involve knowledge, rather than affection. This intuition has been validated for a wide range of social interactions in both the offline [24, 2] and online world. In this work we make the following main contributions:
• We propose a novel method to cluster messages based on the type of resource they convey ( §3). Using the bibliophile community aNobii and the photo sharing service Flickr as case study ( §4), our algorithm yields edifying results in detecting meaningful and coherent domains of interaction when compared to a ground truth generated by human coders ( §6).
• We apply our methodology to two datasets of different nature and we observe the spontaneous emergence of three main domains that are identified by as many social exchange processes, namely status exchange, social support, and knowledge exchange ( §5).
• We provide a framework that enables a direct validation of social theories about well-known interaction types (e.g., status giving) that are difficult to test in practice with a conventional tie representation. We take on the issues of tie strength, dyadic interaction over time, and inequality of resource exchange in relation to the different domains of interaction, finding striking regularities across the two datasets ( §7).
RELATED WORK
Online conversations. A branch of the research studying online conversations has focused on the characterization of the users based on the conventions they use, especially in Twitter [29, 7] . Correa et al. [12] conducted interviews to investigate the correlation between psychological indicators, such as emotional stability and openness to new experiences, with propensity to engage online conversations. On a similar note, Celli and Rossi [10] studied Twitter conversational data, estimated the user emotional stability from the text and correlated it with the tendency to engage conversations.
Conversations around items have been studied also in relation with the engagement of users in online communities. De Choundhry et al. [14] studied discussions around YouTube videos and estimate the thread interestingness using a random walk model. Backstrom et al. [4] used a machine learning model to predict the number of entries and the probability for a user to submit a new post in Twitter discussion threads. Harper et al. [28] interpret participation in conversations as a proxy for engagement and, to limit user churn, they proposed to send personalized and familiar invitations to join threads. Budak and Agrawal [9] studied factors that affect continued user participation in Twitter chats and identify through surveys the distinct dimensions of informational and emotional exchange in messages. Similarly, the application of our method to online datasets finds the emergence of a social support dimension.
A line of work more similar to ours was devoted to the investigation of the properties of conversations. Kumar et al. [33] built a model able to reproduce the size and depth of multi-user conversations in Twitter and Yahoo Groups. Java et al. [31] studied the intent behind Twitter conversations and based on that they identify different behaviours and types of users. Although informed by hub-authority computation and inspection of communities on the mention graph, their classification is ultimately performed manually. The aspect of emotions conveyed in conversations has been recently studied by Kim et al. [32] . They extracted LDA topics in Twitter conversations, used a framework based on the Plutchik's wheel to assign emotions to them, and analyzed the transitions between emotions in conversations. Similarly to what we find for resource exchange, they verified that a conversation that conveys a certain sentiment tends do it consistently in the following exchanges ("nice words for nice words"). Very recently, more nuanced studies have been done around online conversations, touching upon the concepts of social cohesion and social identity and their implications on group discussion divergence [38] , and discussing the social power dynamics they contribute to create [44] .
Link characterization. Research on characterization of social links has focused primarily on the concept of tie strength on interaction networks [45, 48] . Gilbert and Karahalios [22] used a supervised method to predict the tie strength in Facebook using textual, profile and graph structural features. We use apply their framework to characterize the average tie intensity for different social exchange processes ( §7.2). Xiang et al. [49] addressed the same problem with an unsupervised model instead, using a latent variable model based on some profile features, assuming that the higher the profile similarity the higher the strength of the link. Grabowicz et al. [26] studied the strength of ties in relation with the communities in the Twitter interaction graphs and identified weak ties as the ones towards community intermediaries. Besides link strength, research has been done on the sign of edges in network with positive and negative links (e.g., Slashdot) mostly in the direction of link sign prediction [34] . So far, little attention has been devoted to characterize the type of social links according to sociological dimensions, and recent work on the accommodation of linguistic styles according to power differentials provides an example of the intellectual opportunities now available at the intersection of social theory and conversational data [13] . A step to fill that gap has been recently done by Bramsen et al. [8] , who have introduced a supervised approach to identify social power relationships in social dyads using ad-hoc texual features. Our method provides a means for the discovery of multiple kinds of social exchange in an unsupervised way, rather than limiting the interaction to status exchange.
METHODOLOGY

Problem Definition
The general problem we address is defined as follows. Input: a population of users U and a set of messages M where each message m t u,v ∈ M is a textual communication between source u ∈ U and destination v ∈ U at time t. Output: a probabilistic clustering of messages in M with probability of a message m to be assigned to cluster
The novel aspect of the method is the nature of the clusters in output, that do not group together messages based on their topical aspects, but instead according to the type of social exchange those messages convey. The algorithm is composed by four phases: 1) preprocessing and distillation of the raw text messages, 2) clustering of messages in buckets according to their textual similarity, 3) creation of a conversation graph that models the transitions between buckets during social interactions, and 4) extraction of dense portions of the conversation graph through a community detection algorithm. We will describe in details each step in the following sections.
Preprocessing
We apply to the raw text a series of filters commonly used in information retrieval. The filters include the removal of non-alphanumeric strings, stopwords, and very frequent and infrequent terms, namely those who appear in more than 60% and less than 1% of the corpus. To reduce inflected forms to their root we apply a stemming algorithm. After a tokenization phase, a message representation is expanded with the insertion of bi-grams and trigrams to take into account the discriminative power of sequences over single terms (e.g., the bigram "great shot" is more informative than the individual terms great and shot).
The adoption of n-grams can lead to an explosion of the dimensionality of the feature space and, in a practical scenario, an upper bound based on term frequency is needed. We consider only the most frequent 10,000 n-grams with n ∈ [1...3] and we filter out messages that do not contain elements in that vocabulary (less of 1.5% for both corpora).
The vector of stemmed terms representing the messages are stacked in a term-document matrix Γ m×n : w i j where m is the number of terms in the vocabulary and n is the number of messages in the corpus. A generic element w i j reflects the importance of the corresponding term i with respect to the semantics of message j and it is calculated with a standard TF-IDF weighting scheme with sublinear TF scaling. This matrix is the only input to the next stages of the pipeline.
Message Bucketing
Modern social media convey a huge volume of information through the interactions between users. Modeling these dynamics as messageto-message communication process can raise practical issues due to the dimensionality of the data flow. Moreover, conversations are often characterized by variations of recurrent patterns that use similar sentences and words for conveying the object of the conversation. For instance, greetings in an online community could be coded in different variations (e.g., "Hi, how are you?" or "Hello, how do you do?"). These observations suggest the possibility to model conversations not as transitions between single messages but instead as transitions between classes of homogeneous messages.
To this extent, we leverage a probabilistic generative model based on a low rank Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) method to cluster messages in coherent groups according to their textual content. We name these homogeneous clusters message buckets. NMF has been successfully used in document clustering [50] and topic detection tasks [3] and it allows a part-based representation where a document is modeled as an additive combinations of topics vectors due to the non-negativity constraint. In a text mining framework, this property differentiates NMF from other existing matrix decomposition approaches like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that force a document to belong to a single topic or are able to recover only the span of the topic vectors instead of the topic vectors themselves [3] .
The NMF model is able to factor the previously defined nonnegative term-document matrix Γ m×n : w i j into two matrices W m×k and H k×n such that Γ = W H + e, where e is a m × n matrix of approximation errors, and where k m. In short, entries of the matrix W represent the probability of each of the m terms to belong to each of the k buckets, whereas the matrix H embeds the probability of each bucket to include each of the n messages. This approach fits well into the assumption that a message can convey multiple informational units and then belong to different buckets. The matrix decomposition enables the definition of two functions: The choice of the number of buckets k is generally applicationdependent. Many different methods for evaluating the optimal number of underlying components k have been developed in this context [19] . In particular, we use an iterative approach that selects the k that minimizes the Frobenius norm of the error matrix e.
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Building The Conversation Graph
To shape the conversational aspect of between-user interactions, we introduce the concept of Conversation Graph -a weighted directed graph where nodes are buckets and edges represent transitions between buckets determined by the conversational flow. Intuitively, an edge (i, j) captures the following notion: given a message from ego to alter classified in bucket i, what is the likelihood that alter will reply back to ego with a message in bucket j?
Consider a dyad involving users u and v and the time-ordered sequence of messages between them, that is part of the algorithm's vu ),t 0 < t 1 to be a pair of two consecutive mutual messages sent between user u and v. Similarly to web browsing session analysis, a threshold on the the elapsed time between messages could be used to avoid considering transitions between messages sent with a big temporal gap between each other, and therefore likely to be part of two separate conversations. However, such threshold could vary significantly depending on the medium (e.g., longer time could elapse in email conversations than in instant messaging) and even on the specific user pair, so to keep our approach as general as possible we do not introduce this filtering step.
With this definition in mind, we create the Conversation Graph following these steps:
• For each pair of users u and v we extract the set of transitions T uv between them.
• For each transition t ∈ T uv , with t = (m x , m y ), we derive the sets of most representative buckets using the function defined in §3.3. We obtain B(H, m x ) = B i and B(H, m y ) = B j .
• ∀b i ∈ B i and ∀b j ∈ B j with b i = b j we add a directed edge b i → b j with weight w i j ∈ [0, 1] that is proportional to the probability of the messages m x and m y to belong to the corresponding buckets. Such weights are extracted from the matrix H computed in §3.3.
The process of construction of the Conversation Graph is illustrated in Figure 1 . In the example, a user u writes a message m 1 , belonging to bucket A, to user v and gets as reply a message m 3 , belonging to bucket B. This interaction implies that there is a conversational transition from messages in A to messages in B, and a directed arc between them is created accordingly.
Extracting Domains of Interaction
The Conversation Graph shapes the transition between classes of coherent messages during social interactions. We conceive these interactions as the realizations of underlying processes of social resources exchange and we assume that a message that conveys a certain type of resource will most likely get a reply that conveys the same resource type.
In offline social networks the propensity to reciprocal interactions has been derived as a theoretical necessity in the exchange of status [24] and has been shown to exist empirically in the case of social support [2] . Moreover, in the online world reciprocity has been found to exist for a wide range of social interactions [32] .
Our work does not make the assumption that reciprocity is ubiquitous in human interactions. Rather, we follow previous work in assuming that if reciprocation is observed, then the reciprocal interaction will be likely in the same social domain (e.g., of status exchange, or of social support, etc.) as the initial interaction. For instance, we would expect a person who receives social support for the loss of a grieving relative ("I'm sorry for your loss") to reply in kind (if at all) with another social support interaction ("Thank you for being a good friend") rather than a status-exchange interaction ("You're such a great photographer!"). Indeed, we verify this assumption in our experimental setting, which yields coherent domains of interaction for two independent datasets (see §6).
Under this interpretation, highly-clustered parts of the Conversation Graph aggregate buckets that carry homogeneous patterns of social exchange and will have fewer edges connecting them to the rest of the graph. This scenario is consistent with the most common definition of graph community [20] , therefore network community detection algorithms could be applied to the Conversation Graph to discover these dense areas. In our experiments we use the the Spinglass algorithm [40] available in the igraph library.
We name Domains of Interaction (DoIs) the communities given as output by the community detection algorithm, as in our conception they contain messages that belong to a domain in which the resources exchanged during interactions tend to be homogeneous. The final output of the community detection step is a fuzzy assignment of messages to a set of DoIs: every message is assigned to every DoI that includes at least one bucket containing that message, with a probability equal to the maximum probability of the message belonging to one of those buckets.
The algorithm is fully unsupervised, but it does not allow us to assign labels to the extracted domains. The interpretation of the nature of the domain is admittedly a task that is hard to accomplish automatically and social-scientific input is necessary to provide qualitative insights into the algorithm's findings, combining the emerging clustering with social theory. Next ( §4) we present the details of the two datasets we used to test our method and after that ( §5) we describe the application of our method to them and the process of interpretation of the domains we obtained.
DATASETS
We test our framework on datasets extracted from two social media: aNobii, a website for book lovers, and Flickr, the popular image sharing website. Both have similar mechanisms for the creation of social connections: social ties are directed and, similarly to the "following" relation available in other mainstream social media, they allow users to receive all the updates of the profiles they are linked with. Social links can be created towards any other user, without the need of any authorization. Peculiar aspects of the two networks are discussed next. aNobii. User profiles in aNobii are centered around a personal digital library containing the titles the users have read. The main channel of interaction is the public messaging activity: every profile page contains a public shoutbox where any user can leave a message and see the messages written by others. It is common practice for pairs of users to engage conversations by writing on each other's shoutbox. We use a public aNobii dataset recently released to the public [1] and we model conversations through a communication graph where nodes are users and directed arcs represent the messages exchanged between them. Users write in different languages, but the biggest community is the Italian one, accounting for around 35% of the user base and for 76% of the message traffic. A crosslanguage analysis is outside the scope of this work, so we focus on the Italian community only. We consider all the messages (around 1M) exchanged over the ∼ 545k unique pairs of Italian users between year 2006 and end of year 2011.
Flickr. Differently from aNobii, Flickr does not provide any tool for sending direct public messages between users, therefore communication is mainly mediated by the activity of photo comment- ing: a pair of users can either initiate a communication thread by commenting under a user's photo or by writing comments on each other's photos. Although both are possible, we consider the second option only. This choice appears reasonable first because, even if the direct target of the comment is the photo, its main recipient is always the photo owner, who is the only one being explicitly notified of the new comment. Additionally, since a Flickr persona is defined mainly by its photos, writing on a photo is a quite common practice to convey a message directly to the owner, as observed in previous studies on item-mediated communication [35] . On the other hand, the first option is not practical because identifying the communication flow (who is writing to whom) in a thread with potentially many commenters is an arduous task [42] , and the assumption of a message being always delivered in broadcast to all the thread participants would be an unacceptable oversimplification.
Similarly to aNobii, we model the interactions with a communication graph, arcs of which go from the commenters to the owners of the commented photos. To get a sample of conversations, we randomly selected 100k anonymized user pairs who commented on each other's photos at least once. For each of these pairs we collect the full history of their comment exchange, getting around 2M messages in total.
A summary of some basic quantities of the two dataset is provided in Table 1 . Although they share commonalities, Flickr and aNobii are quite different domains for scope and norms of interaction, beginning with the different ways of exchanging messages (direct vs. item-mediated). This difference is already surfaced by basic statistics such as the average message length, that is way lower in Flickr. Given the short length of Flickr messages, we assume the likelihood of a message conveying multiple resources will be low. For this reason, in the case of Flickr we don't consider a probabilistic assignment of message to buckets, but instead we assign each message to the most likely bucket.
EXTRACTION OF DOMAINS OF INTERACTION
We apply the methodology described in §3 to both datasets, thus obtaining a mapping of each message to DoIs. The Conversation Graph of message buckets is depicted in Figure 2 . The optimal number of buckets k we found for aNobii and Flickr (as determined by the error computed on the output of the NFM algorithm described in §3.3) are 350 and 250 respectively, but we also verified the DoIs boundaries to be resilient to significant changes of k. The Spinglass community detection algorithm yields three distinct communities in aNobii and two in Flickr.
For illustration we show in Table 2 the most representative terms for the five domains, selected by summing the weights of the terms in each bucket. To get a first interpretation of their nature, we have shown the most frequent terms and a sample of messages from each cluster to a sociologist. This inspection suggests that the three domains in aNobii correspond to as many fundamental processes of social exchange: Knowledge exchange, Status exchange, and Social Support. Accordingly, in Flickr analogous domains emerge, with the exception of the one related to knowledge exchange. 
DoI
Most representative tokens aNobii Albeit we do not consider this classification to be exhaustive of all the possible types of interaction, and many other kinds of resources could spawn other forms of social exchange [18, 16] , we see social exchange processes occurring in these domains as essential for the development of most social ties, especially in the wide context of online, task-oriented communities.
Next we report an interpretation of the three domains found, along with some representative messages.
Status exchange
In most social contexts the possession of resources is often nonuniformly distributed across the actors. In a task-oriented online social network, for example, some people can own more items (photos, books, social contacts) than others, and the distribution of item possession is usually heavy-tailed. According to the PowerDependence Theory [11] , this heterogeneity of resource endowments in a dyadic relationship leads to power imbalances and a situation of power inequality induces a behavior that may bring the relationship closer to a more balanced state. Among the powerbalancing mechanisms, status giving is a way in which a low-power actor may attempt to lessen their dependence on a more powerful partner [43] . In practical terms, status giving is often instantiated in messages displaying appreciation, esteem, or admiration sent to social partners with higher power. Expressions of status giving in aNobii and Flickr are often related to the display of admiration for other people's books or photo collections, such as "very interesting library" or "excellent shot". In both cases, besides the appreciation for the showcased items in the user profile (e.g., "Beautiful scene and well captured by you"), the explicit declaration of the act of creating a new social link is also a communicative act that implies status giving (e.g., "Hi, interesting profile, I added you as my neighbor"). This is coherent with the notion of prestige in social network analysis being related to the centrality of an actor in the social graph [46] . Symmetrically, acknowledging the attention received (e.g., "Thank you very much for your visit") is also a way to express gratitude that is part of the status exchange ritual.
Social Support
Many everyday interactions have comparatively little to do with the previously described process of status giving. Indeed, many interactions seem inconsequential: greetings, chit-chat with a coworker, gossiping with a friend, wishing a person well, or discussing everyday problems with a sibling. These usually-minute exchanges between individuals form the essential structure of social interactions, that of social support, a basic process of friendship through which one partner provides emotional valuation to another.
A first attempt of generalization of the concept comes from House et al. ( [30] ), who define social support as "the positive [...] aspects of relationships, such as instrumental aid, emotional caring or concern, and information." This wider notion of support has been studied in web-mediated interaction [41] and in the context of urban areas [47] , in which companionship and minor emotional aid are part of the daily interpersonal interactions.
In the datasets we consider, expressions of social support are varied, ranging from sending good wishes ("Bye, I wish you a merry Christmas and a happy 2012") to colloquial chat ("My dear, I found you also here! How are you doing?", "sooo soo cute! you looked good as a baby"), jokes and laughter ("lol, thanks! Right back at ya!"). In Flickr especially this seems to reflect quite well the type of interaction happening in social groups (as opposed to the topical ones) that has been detected in previous work [25] .
Knowledge exchange
Often the main resource being exchanged on a social media platform is knowledge related to the platform's orientation: technical knowledge on stackoverflow.com, knowledge about music on last.fm, or book-related knowledge on aNobii. Even though we have no direct way of gauging the nature and quality of the infor- Table 3 : Examples of aNobii messages (tr. from Italian) along with the domain of interaction they belong to, according to the editorial labeling process ( §6.1).
mation particular individuals possess, we can observe the act of sharing one's knowledge or opinions with others (e.g., "To have a general overview on this, my advice is to read the introductory books by Todorov and Baudot", "I appreciate the author, he is still young but very good and it reminds me the Baricco's writing style"). Given that knowledge about books represents the main resource available to aNobii users, they are expected to provide ample evidence of what books they know about in their messages sent to others. We therefore identify as displaying (or asking for) knowledge the language where works of literature figure prominently. Even if some traces of knowledge exchange can be found in Flickr comments (e.g., exchanging opinions on camera models), these kind of conversations appear to be very rare if compared to the other social interaction types and our algorithm does not detect them as a separate domain. Intuitively, this is due to the focus of the platform: while the core purpose of aNobii is to foster discussions about books, Flickr facilitates more the users to focus on the aspect of multimedia exploration and discovery rather than on discussions driven by specific topics.
EVALUATION
A first inspection of the algorithm output made by an expert of the domain allowed us to label each community according to the most likely DoIs informed by the literature. We hypothesize that the clusters found coincide with the domains described in §5. To verify that, we resort to human evaluation: we produce labeled corpus of messages as ground truth ( §6.1) and we match it with the automatically extracted DoIs to check their quality ( §6.2).
Ground truth extraction
To gauge the quality of the output of our method, we produce an editorial ground truth to assess whether a message is assigned to the proper DoI. Two editors read a sample of 1,000 randomly selected messages from each website and label them according to the DoI they belong to. To help the editors with their decision, we provided a description of the DoIs, similar to what is presented in §5, and a set of guidelines to perform the assignment. We summarize the guidelines as follows:
• A message belongs to the status exchange DoI when: it contains explicit appreciation for the profile or activity of another user (e.g., his reviews, his tastes, the size of the library or the quality of photos); it announces the creation of a social tie; it points out commonalities between users and taste compatibility; it acknowledges the attention received from others. • A message belongs to the social support DoI when: its main purpose is to greet or welcome someone to the website; it explicitly expresses affection or attachment; it contains wishes, jokes, or laughter.
• A message belongs to the knowledge exchange DoI when: its purpose is to share information and personal experience about books, reading, or related events such as book lovers' meetups; it asks for opinions or suggestions; it displays knowledge of the literary field; it asks for recommendations or suggestions.
If the message appears to be a concatenation of two or more messages that could be standalone messages belonging to different DoIs, then they should be marked with multiple labels. The three DoIs we analyze are not supposed to cover all the possible communication patterns in the social network, so no label is given when the message does not seem to belong to any of those reported above. We find that the portion of unlabeled message is quite small (< 10%), supporting the intuition that the three DoIs under examination include the vast majority of social interaction types in the social network. The inter-label agreement between the two labelers, measured as Fleiss' Kappa, is 0.70, indicating substantial agreement. Examples of aNobii messages with different labels are displayed in Table 3 .
Validation
The soft clustering method assigns every message to at least one of the detected DoIs. When a multiple assignment occurs, the DoIs are sorted by the probability of membership. For every message in the ground truth corpus, we compare the sorted list of automatically extracted DoIs (L DoI algo ) with the set of DoIs assigned by the editors (S DoI edit ). We compute the match between them as follows. We consider a perfect match when set(L DoI algo ) ≡ S DoI edit ; a first match occurs instead when L DoI algo [0] ∈ S DoI edit ; a partial match occurs when there is no first match but set(L DoI algo )∩S DoI edit = ∅; there is no match when the two sets are disjoint. To compare the obtained results with a baseline, we also compare the ground against random lists of labels (L DoI rand ) assigned to every message. As described in §4, we run a soft clustering on aNobii and a hard clustering on Flickr, therefore in Flickr only the perfect match and no match categories apply. The results are shown in Figure 3 . In aNobii the proportion of perfect matches is close to 53%, and the sum of perfect matches and first matches reaches around 77%, which is an extremely good results for an unsupervised method dealing with multiple labelled message instances. The second series of bars shows the ratios for the random model, in which the number of perfect matches drops to 14% and the number of wrong matches rises up to almost 40%. A similar performance is obtained in the case of Flickr, with an accuracy of 78%. In aNobii, the average clustering precision (i.e, ratio between the number of correctly assigned DoIs and the number of automatically detected DoIs, per message) is around 0.76 for the clustering algorithm, 78% higher than the random case, whose accuracy is around 0.45.
ANALYSIS
The possibility of automated extraction of Domains of Interaction opens opportunities in the field of computational social science, as it allows the social analyst to quantitatively check theories specific to defined sociological categories (e.g., status giving) directly against the detected domain. To illustrate this opportunity we study the structural and evolutionary properties of the communication graphs denoted by each DoI we extracted, namely the subgraphs of the communication networks induced by the edges over which the messages belonging to that specific DoI are delivered.
Coverage and reciprocation
The first question that comes naturally is about how much the different DoIs spread over the communication network. Statistics on the size and link reciprocity of each DoI graph are reported in Table 4 . In the case of aNobii, the difference in the number of edges involved is quite significant, although not very unbalanced in terms of nodes, with the status exchange domain spanning over 75% of the links and social support covering only 40% of them. Consistently with the main purpose of the service, the overall number of messages is instead imbalanced towards the knowledge exchange domain (60% of ties have a component of domain-related information transmission). In Flickr, instead, the proportion of edges in each domain in more balanced (about 66% for status and 64% for support). The overall reciprocity in the actors' behavior over the span of a conversation, computed as the ratio of reciprocated messages between two endpoints (disregarding their temporal order) is reported as well. In aNobii, most conversations involve a relatively balanced exchange of messages, on average there being 0.834 messages sent one way in a conversation for every one message sent in the other direction. The same measure is the highest (0.861) for status exchange, likely a reflection of social norms imposing the ritualized reciprocation of status exchange [24] . A similar pattern is found for Flickr. Conversely, both social support and knowledge exchange are less balanced, suggesting slightly more lopsided relationships in these domains of interaction.
Tie composition and strength
Our approach allows us to decompose a social link in the DoIs that constitute the communication between its endpoints. We study the proportion of different resources exchanged over a communica- tion tie. The portions of messages per dyad belonging to each DoI, averaged over all the dyads, is reported in the "tie share" column in Table 5 . In aNobii, status giving is the most frequent interaction. This finding is rather intuitive: status giving is predominant in very short messages -the archetypal message in this context being "nice library!" -and many messages are relatively short. In Flickr the proportion is very balanced instead, with no domain being predominant on average. This finding is consistent with recent studies on group interactions in Flickr that identify a dichotomy between social and topical interactions in the network [25] .
In Figure 4 we show the distributions of message length (in number of tokens) and conversation length for the three domains. This difference is not only helpful in characterizing the interactions but it also means that the DoI can potentially serve as an additional feature in the task of conversation length prediction [4] .
Another important aspect that connects our work with previous studies in social link characterization is the measurement of the average strength of the link in the different DoI graphs. To understand whether differences in the strength of the ties hold between different domains, we adopt the framework presented by Gilbert and Karahalios [22] based on Granovetter's definition of tie strength [27] . Unlike in Gilbert's experiment, we do not have a crowdsourced ground truth about tie strength in our datasets. However, our aim here is not to determine which metrics are better proxies for tie strength, but to compare individual strength indicators across DoIs, to spot differences between them. We measure the strength based on three main families of metrics [22] : structural similarity (extent to which the tied individuals share common acquaintances and features), intensity (duration of their interaction), and sentiment (amount of words expressing intimacy and emotions). To quantify the sentiment dimension, we process the text of conversations using the English and Italian versions of the "Linguistic Inquiry Word Count" (LIWC) dictionary [37] . LIWC is a dictionary that maps words into 72 categories, such as positive and negative emotional words, words implying cognitive processes, psychological constructs, and so on. To capture the notion of intimacy and emotion, we use the LIWC intimacy categories previously identified in [22] . In addition, Flickr data allows us to investigate also the kinship dimension, namely whether a social partners declared to be friends or member of the same family.
Results are presented in Table 5 . In aNobii, ties in the Status Exchange network exhibit the lowest strength in terms of all indica- Table 5 : Strength of ties connecting pairs of users, in terms of: i) Jaccard similarity σ between their neighbors (n), the groups they are subscribed (g) and their items (i), books for aNobii and favorited photos for Flickr; ii) lenght of the conversation in terms of number of messages exchanged; iii) ratio of words belonging to the intimacy and emotions categories in the LIWC categories; iv) ratio of dyads reciprocally declaring a "family" or "friend" relation (available for Flickr only). The portions of messages per dyad belonging to each DoI, averaged over all the dyads, is also reported as tie share. tors. Support and Knowledge networks have more similar features, with the Knowledge Exchange ties having slightly higher similarity in terms of books shared between the endpoints and the Social Support ties having longer conversations, on average. Flickr has consistent results for all the feature categories even if the signal is weaker for some structural indicators, as the structural similarity is substantially different only when considering the similarity of common friends. Also, the probability of people exchanging support being real life friends or kins is 16% higher than for status.
In summary, in both networks weaker ties tend to convey status giving and stronger ties either social support or knowledge.
Tie evolution
Intuitively, the role and importance of each domain in a dyadic relation could potentially change as the relationship evolves in time.
To study the evolution of social processes along a tie after its creation, we compute across all the users the average ratio of messages belonging to each DoI in i) conversations with different lengths and ii) in messages belonging to the n th conversation step. Figure 5 shows the dynamic of this evolution. Status exchange is particularly present in short conversations or, more in general, in the first stages of a conversation, after which the average tie moves to a mix of knowledge exchange and social support. It thus appears that status exchange serves to set the foundation for the future relationship, fading to the interactional background after the tie-formation stage. Interestingly, the same pattern (even if smoother) is found for Flickr, where status giving is predominant at the beginning and then slowly loses its importance. Even more surprisingly, in both datasets the status giving curve starts losing its predominance exactly after 3 messages exchanged.
Even though highly-reciprocal status decreases as a conversation grows in length, reciprocity nonetheless tends to increase in a relationship over time ( Figure 6 ). This is a likely example of survival bias among social ties. Power-imbalanced relations, where only one individual provides resources and the other cannot reciprocate, are assumed to be more vulnerable to dissolution through the dependent actor's withdrawal from the relationship [17] . Thus, we are more likely to observe long conversations stemming from reciprocal relationships than from non-reciprocal ones.
Inequality and assortativity
In our conception, inspired by the Social Exchange Theory, knowledge, status, and support can be considered as goods generated by the social actors and exchanged between them. We investigate the way in which the exchange of such goods is distributed in the network. A common way to measure the social inequality, i.e., the tendency of small circles of people to accumulate the vast majority of the global wealth, is to draw the Lorenz curve of any wealth indicator. The curve plots the proportion of the global wealth retained by the poorest x% of the population: the farther the curve is from the diagonal, the greater the inequality between individuals. In Figure 7 we plot the Lorenz curve by using the indegree (similar results are obtained with the in-strength) of each DoI graph as a proxy of wealth (e.g., number of alters giving status to ego) and we compute the Gini coefficient G ∈ [0, 1] as a quantitative measure of the inequality [21] . In general, the distribution of resources is very unequal in all the domains but in particular for the status giving, which has the highest Gini coefficient: in aNobii G sta = 0.72, G sup = 0.69, and G kno = 0.68 and in Flickr G sta = 0.53, G sup = 0.43). This supports the intuition that the status, more than other goods, tends to flow unidirectionally from lowto high-status individuals. We investigate the social stratification also by measuring the inin assortativity of the graphs, namely the tendency of individuals to connect with people with similar indegree [36] . In Figure 8 we report the assortativity values for the three subgraphs and the full communication graph. To check the statistical significance of results, i) we compute the same values on randomly rewired versions of the graphs and ii) we compute the error on the assortativity estimation through jackknife resampling [36] . Surprisingly, in aNobii all the assortativity absolute values tend to zero, meaning that the connectivity patterns in all the networks are very mixed. Status is the only DoI that tends to disassortativity, thus confirming the tendency of unidirectional status flow (i.e., people with higher status receiving status from people with lower status). The full communication network is disassortative as well because dominated by the signal of the Status DoI, which covers the highest number of edges (see Table 4 ). In Flickr, assortative patterns are more evident but, consistently with aNobii, status assortativity is lower than for social support, with a statistically significant difference.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The methodology we propose has two immediate outcomes. First it provides an unsupervised way to discover the type of social exchange (e.g., status giving) that happens with dyadic passing of messages, in contrast with other methods that are able to capture the message's topic or sentiment. The accuracy of our approach in assigning messages to different domains is high, as assessed by human evaluators and consistently good in networks with direct userto-user messaging (aNobii) as well as with item-mediated communication (Flickr). Last, it allows us to study the structure of the different interaction networks and to check our quantitative findings against well-established sociological theories. Among other findings, we verify that strong links in the communication network tend to convey either social support or knowledge, while weaker links convey more status giving. We also gain insights into the way ties evolve over time with status exchange gradually giving way to exchanges of knowledge or social support. Interestingly, the predominance of status exchange fades after 3 message exchanges on average in both the datasets we tested.
The characterization of messages in terms of their type of social exchange opens a plethora of unexplored opportunities for applications, not limited to analytics. First is user profiling: users engaged in conversations that are predominantly characterized by different DoIs would be presumably interested in different types of activities (e.g., socialization vs. item consumption). Second is link profiling: dyads exchanging different social resources might react differently to signals. For example, when considering a process of information diffusion (e.g., diffusion of product ads via viral marketing), considering the knowledge, status or social support networks may yield very different results. Last, we see opportunities for the summarization of social relationships. For example, Facebook's friendship page 1 displays a relationship between two connected users with a timeline of their shared experiences. Our tie decomposition in domains would allow a different way of summarizing a social link, e.g., "based on their conversations, Alice and Bob's relationship has been made 30% by knowledge exchange, 20% by status giving and 50% by social support." Our method has also some limitations that we plan to address in the future and that we summarize as follows.
Supervised vs. unsupervised. Our approach is fully unsupervised. This choice is motivated by the purpose of discovery of the framework: detecting the domains of interaction in any communication network. Supervised alternatives are possible. If a ground truth is available, a training set could be built from any set of features (textual, social, and so on). However, such approach would need i) an initial labeling effort, ii) to build different ground truth corpora for different domains, and iii) to know in advance the number and type of resources that are exchanged in the network. Our approach is free from these constraints and therefore more general. We plan to explore combinations of supervised and unsupervised approaches for a classification of messages on the fly.
Clustering alternatives. We used NMF in the message bucketing stage ( §3.3) and Spinglass as community detection algorithm in the phase of DoI extraction ( §3.5), but a plethora of alternatives for clustering and community detection are available. We also conducted experiments using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Fuzzy K-Means in alternative to NMF and we found analogous results. We plan as a future work to experiment more community detection algorithms in alternative to Spinglass.
Message bucketing. The bucketing phase groups messages by the similarity of their bags of words but other types of aggregation to better capture the semantics of messages would be possible. We partially address this point by giving in input to the clustering also bi-grams and tri-grams, that are needed to account for associations of words with slightly more complex meaning. Also clustering messages by their sentiment would be an interesting extension.
Concluding remarks. The representation of a social tie as a sequence of individual exchanges naturally leads one to the idea of understanding social ties as strings of interactions. With this understanding, we can use insights from theoretical Computer Science to establish the computational properties of social rituals. Indeed, this idea has already been leveraged by DeDeo [15] , who gives evidence of the insufficiency of finite-state machines for the description of social interactions. The ultimate goal of such analysis is the unpacking of "culture" as a formal, computational concept. If we see social ties as interactional sequences, then we may understand the Domains of Interaction we discover as the "grammar of society" [5] -in other words, the bits of "source-code" that prescribe how individuals are to act in a certain situation. We hope our work provides yet another step towards a truly computational understanding of human societies.
